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n the wake of a tidal wave of objections filed to the original Google Settlement in the last few months leading up to the "fairness hearing" that was planned for October 7, the parties to the agreement prevailed on Judge Denny Chin to allow them time to revise it and submit a new version by November 9. They missed that deadline but made an extended deadline, presenting Google 2.0 to the court in literally the 11th hour of Friday the 13th.
Objections had come from many quarters, ranging from private citizens to companies like Amazon.com to foreign governments, but among the most compelling were those presented on behalf of the academic community, by the U.S. Justice Department, and by Register of Copyrights Mary Beth Peters.
UC-Berkeley law professor Pamela Samuelson was a leading voice among academics, writing of the "audacity" of the Settlement for her Huffington Post blog on August 10 and challenging it on both anti-trust and representational grounds (http://www.huffingtonpost. com/pamela-samuelson/the-audacity-of-thegoogl_b_255490.html). Much of her argument was repeated at greater length in a very articulate and persuasive letter dated August 13 and signed jointly by 21 faculty leaders from the University of California, who "constitute the entire membership of the Academic Council, the executive body of the Academic Senate, and the chair of the Academic Senate's Committee on Libraries and Scholarly Communication" (http://bits.blogs. nytimes.com/2009/08/17/ uc-professors-seek-changes-to-google-booksdeal/) . They grouped their concerns under three main headings: "Risks of Price Gouging and Unduly Restrictive Terms"; "Support for Open Access Preferences"; and "Privacy and Academic Freedom Issues." The letter makes a particularly compelling statement about how the Settlement takes no account of the interests that academic authors have that are different from those of members of the Authors Guild, which took upon itself the role of representing the entire class of authors. "Specifically, we are concerned that the Authors Guild negotiators likely prioritized maximizing profits over maximizing public access to knowledge, while academic authors would have reversed those priorities. We note that the scholarly books written by academic authors constitute a much more substantial part of the Book Search corpus than the Authors Guild members' books." I think the same point could be made by university presses about how well the Association of American Publishers represented their interests in negotiating the Settlement. Our priorities, too, are different from those of McGraw-Hill, Pearson, et al.
The Justice Department, while recognizing the significant public benefit that the Settlement could bring from its "potential to breathe life into millions of works that are now effectively off limits to the public," also took the Settlement to task for its inadequacy of class representation, but focused attention on the disadvantaged positions of foreign rightsholders and authors of out-of-print books (http://searchengineland. com /department-of-justice-files-objections-togoogle-book-search-settlement-26144) . The Settlement's provisions allowing Google to negotiate with the Book Rights Registry (BRR) for new derivative uses of out-of-print titles and paying unclaimed funds to rightsholders who had opted in to the Settlement prompted this objection in the Department's brief: "There are serious reasons to doubt that class representatives who are fully protected from future uncertainties created by a settlement agreement and who will benefit in the future from the works of others can adequately represent the interests of those who are not fully protected, and whose rights may be compromised as a result." The Department also raised two main questions about anti-trust implications of the Settlement: "First, through collective action, the Proposed Settlement Agreement appears to give book publishers the power to restrict price competition. Second, as a result of the Proposed Settlement, other digital distributors may be effectively precluded from competing with Google in the sale of digital library products and other derivative products to come."
Finally, in a hearing before the House Judiciary Committee on September 10, Mary Beth Peters characterized the Settlement as "not really a settlement at all, in as much as settlements resolve acts that have happened in the past and were at issue in the underlying infringement suits. Instead, the so-called settlement would create mechanisms by which Google could continue to scan with impunity, well into the future, and … create yet additional commercial products without the prior consent of rights holders. For example, the settlement allows Google to reproduce, display and distribute the books of copyright owners without prior consent, provided Google and the plaintiffs deem the works to be 'out-of-print' through a definition negotiated by them for purposes of the settlement documents. Although Google is a commercial entity, … the settlement absolves Google of the need to search for the rights holders or obtain their prior consent and provides a complete release from liability. In contrast to the scanning and snippets originally at issue, none of these new acts could be reasonably alleged to be fair use." Because the settlement, in effect, "is tantamount to creating a private compulsory license through the judiciary," it is "the view of the Copyright Office [that] the settlement proposed by the parties would encroach on the responsibility for copyright policy that traditionally has been the domain of Congress [and] we are greatly concerned by the parties' end run around legislative process and prerogatives…. Moreover, the settlement would inappropriately interfere with the on-going efforts of Congress to enact orphan works legislation in a manner that takes into account the concerns of all stakeholders as well as the United States' international obligations." (For a link to the full testimony, see http://laboratorium.net/archive/2009/09/10/ gbs_marybeth_peters_written_testimony.) The Settlement, in short, serves as an insurance policy for Google to pursue its project of digitizing what Dan Clancy, Engineering Director for Google Book Search, has estimated to be "between 80 and 100 million books in the world" free of any liability for the vast majority of those books, which are out of print. No other commercial competitor of Google would have such sweeping legal protection to conduct its business, which a compulsory license approved by Congress would create for all.
The Amended Settlement Agreement (ASA) takes significant steps in responding to many, though not all, of the objections raised. For academic authors who are rightsholders and opt in to the Settlement, it provides the opportunity to set prices at zero or to use Creative Commons licenses for designating kinds of uses that require no payment or permission. While the Settlement, in restricting its geographical scope to include only works registered in the U.S. or published in Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom, provides for representation on the BRR board of an author and publisher from each of these three foreign countries, there is no guarantee that any academic author or publisher will hold such a seat.
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The Justice Department's concerns about representation were also met by the ASA with a partial response. Works published in nonEnglish-speaking countries were taken off the table with a stroke of the pen. That change solved one major problem but created others. It significantly limits the potential value of the Google Book Search database by excluding millions of works published outside the four countries. (One wonders about the omission of New Zealand, which is the home to several university presses at the universities of Auckland, Canterbury, Victoria, and New Zealand. Is this another indication of the lack of academic representation in the Settlement?) It also exposes Google potentially to suits by authors and publishers in other countries for the original scanning of their books from the participating libraries. Google's argument about "fair use" has no obvious basis in the laws of these foreign countries as it does under U.S. copyright law, and it could be legally challenging for Google to prevail in their courts.
With regard to authors of out-of-print books, the ASA tweaks the definition of what is "commercially available" in a variety of ways and, most significantly, creates a new "Unclaimed Works Fiduciary" (UWF) to assume some of the responsibilities in representing these authors' interests that were originally assigned to the BRR. But, as Randal Picker of the University of Chicago Law School points out in his perceptive working paper titled "Assessing Competition Issues in the Amended Google Book Search Settlement" posted on November 16 (http://ssrn.com/abstract=1507172), the UWF only offers a partial solution: "The UWF mechanism enables separate representation of those interests. But the settling parties have limited the role of the UWF to merely stepping into the shoes of the registry in some circumstances. They could have broadened the role for the UWF to have the UWF step into the shoes of the rightsholders of unclaimed books instead. Had that been the focus, the UWF would then be an elegant solution to the going forward problem of how to license the orphan works." In addition to providing this new mode of representation, the ASA also specifies different uses of unclaimed funds: none will go to other rightsholders, but instead a portion can be used after five years to help the BRR cover the cost of locating rightsholders and what is left over after ten years may be distributed by the BRR to charities focused on improving literacy with the approval of the court and in consultation with participating libraries.
The ASA deals with anti-trust issues in a number of ways. Perhaps most crucially, it accepts that the court's approval of the Settlement will not result in automatic immunity for it from anti-trust challenges in the future. It thus postpones resolution of whether or not pricing provisions will prove to have anti-competitive effects in the marketplace. That change responds to fears about monopolistic power in part. Another change in this direction is the excision of the much criticized "most favored nation" clause that would have guaranteed Google the same terms as offered to any possible competitor by the BRR. Still other changes speak to fears of price-fixing and foster more flexibility: the pricing algorithm used to set default prices for the consumer purchase of books will be controlled by Google alone, not as previously in conjunction with the BRR and rightsholders; Google may discount book prices at its discretion and will allow other companies like Amazon.com to sell access to the Book Search titles for consumer purchase as well; Google and rightsholders may negotiate a different split of revenues for any title included in any of the authorized programs from the 37/63 designated in the original Settlement. On the other hand, the virtual monopoly that the Settlement provides to Google as a sole-source provider for out-ofprint books remains unchanged despite the addition of the UWF to the BRR as a potential licensor to third parties "to the extent permitted by law." As Randal Picker observes: "My understanding is that Google does not believe that that provision actually enables either the registry or the UWF to license the works to third parties and that they instead believe that legislation would be required by Congress to make that operative. Be very clear: the settlement agreement is giving Google rights directly to use the orphan works. Google is not getting rights to the extent permitted by other law." So, how does this ASA meet the needs of academic libraries and university presses? Libraries, which are not direct parties to the Settle-
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continued on page 59 ment but are obviously affected in many serious ways by it, have not gained much with the changes made. Little was done in response to concerns about privacy beyond a clause that holds Google responsible for not sharing personally identifiable information about users with the BRR "absent valid legal process." The BRR board will still not have anyone on it representing libraries. Concerns about pricegouging were not directly addressed and, to the extent they are connected with price-fixing worries, were partially alleviated but mainly delayed to resolution at some future time. The scope of content has been further restricted by the redefinition of "book," which now excludes any work that contains more than 20% of pages containing musical notation as well as books reproduced in microform, comic books, calendars, and compilations of periodicals. Illustrated books are even further disadvantaged by the ASA's excluding children's book illustrations from the definition of "insert." Maybe the most significant step forward for libraries (but only public, not academic libraries) is that the BRR is now free to authorize additional public-access terminals beyond the one per building originally provided.
For university presses, undoubtedly the most salient change is the introduction of the possibility of negotiating the 37/63 revenue split for every title in every program. Concomitant with this benefit, of course, is the additional transaction costs that any publisher will incur in negotiating with Google title by title. Also at play here is what Google will decide to do with its publisher partners whose contracts will now all need to have an addendum that will permit Google to move ahead with its Google Editions program, which will run parallel to the Book Search program and be based on agreements signed with the current partners that choose to expand their dealings with Google in this way. Ian Paul of PC World, in announcing this new initiative in a blog on October 16 (and congratulating Google for eschewing DRM so that the books supplied through its program can be read on many different types of devices, not just dedicated eBook readers), noted: "Under Google's payment scheme, publishers will receive about 63 percent of the gross sales, and Google will keep the remaining 37 percent. Google also hopes to offer Editions titles through other online book retailers. In this scenario, online retailers would get 55 percent of revenues minus a small fee paid to Google, and publishers would get 45 percent. Google may also create deals to sell Google Editions books directly through a book publisher's Website, but no details have been announced for how that scenario would work" (http://www.pcworld.com/article/173789/ google_editions_embraces_universal_eb-ook_format.html). Now that the 37/63 split has been made open for negotiation in the ASA, one wonders how publishers will react to a nonnegotiable split for Google Editions. The split is peculiar to begin with as it relates to no traditional standard in book publishing. Whence did it come? According to Ken Auletta in his new book about Google, this split is traceable to Google's experience with linked Website advertising, where Google's share includes a 15% administrative charge and makes it total about 37%. This transposition of a revenuesharing model from one domain to an entirely different one is questionable at best and seems purely arbitrary. To impose it unilaterally on publishers of all kinds seems equally arbitrary. So, too, the 45/55 split between publishers and online retailers. That mimics what is standard for trade-book publishing, but hardly represents well the main business that university presses conduct, where "short" discounts of 20% to 25% for monographs and textbooks are more common. It will be interesting to see how presses evaluate the pros and cons of working with Google through either the Settlement arrangement or the partner program; perhaps some will experiment with both. The Settlement imposes significant extra costs on presses in burdening them with requirements to negotiate with individual authors over such matters as display percentages, and it also deducts an administrative fee that might be as much as 20% or 25% from the 63% of the gross that is due publishers, leaving them in effect with not much greater a share of the overall income than Google gets. Much will depend, therefore, on whether Google decides to be flexible at all with the 37/63 split in the partner program. Uncertainty also exists for the pricing algorithm that the ASA now mandates Google alone to define and control. According to the Memorandum of Law submitted by the parties to the court on November 13, "the Pricing Algorithm will be designed to simulate how a Rightsholder would unilaterally price its Book in a competitive market." (Links to this Memorandum and other ASA documents may be found here: http: //lawprofessors.typepad. com/law_librarian_blog/2009/11/amendedgoogle-book-settlement-filed.html Google 2.0 is unquestionably an improvement on Google 1.0 in many respects, and the chances for approval by the judge after the final fairness hearing now scheduled for February 18 now seem much better than before. But, besides the loose ends and only partly satisfactory solutions identified above, the Settlement still leaves much to be desired in other respects. Although it is good to have some funding explicitly aimed at helping identify and locate the rightsholders of unclaimed, including orphan, works through the redirection on monies not claimed by rightsholders, publishers in general and university presses in particular continue to face the daunting challenge of knowing what rights they actually have. As Mike Shatzkin observed in his blog about "A serious issue for big publishers" on April 14, "they are largely in the dark about what rights they own…. The Google-related issues primarily revolve around whether the rights to an inactive book (or, in the settlement lingo, what they would call 'not commercially available') have reverted to the author or are still held by the publisher. Publishers also have problems with books on which they unambiguously have the rights to print and sell copies. What they don't know, without looking at the original contract, is whether the language in it gives them a shot at an eBook, a print-on-demand edition, or allows them to include some of the material in that book in an electronic database. Even looking at the contract might not tell them if they have the rights to use artwork that is in the book in any other edition" (http://www.idealog.
com/blog/a-serious-issue-for-big-publishers).
Some commercial publishers face an additional challenge that university presses fortunately do not have to worry about: companies that once were independent have merged, sometimes several times over, and tracking the disposition of rights across various stages of merger can be a major obstacle to clarity about who now holds what rights. But university presses have the same problems commercial publishers do with rights reversion and old contracts not containing any or inadequate language about electronic rights.
The BRR plays a central role in the whole Settlement scheme, yet it is faced with an enormous challenge of creating a sophisticated technical infrastructure to record rights claims and process payments to Google, rightsholders, and potential third-party licensees. As one who has witnessed the growth of the Copyright Clearance Center as a member of its board of directors for nearly twenty years, I have a special appreciation for what is required to be successful in this kind of business. It requires an organization nimble on its feet, always seeking new ways to serve its customers better, and a large and dedicated staff who have the public interest at heart. The CCC is now over thirty years old, but the BRR is expected to get up to speed almost overnight by comparison. Related to this is the sorry state of the metadata that publishers have so far had to work with in getting ready to claim books in the Google database. One can only hope that the BRR will be able to make marked improvements in the metadata once it is off and running with a full staff. Otherwise, publishers will continue to be burdened with yet another type of heavy transaction cost in just getting their books properly set up in the system. Finally, there is the continuing concern about content, not only that the Book Search database will ill serve the needs of people who want to access illustrated works such as art history books but also that the quality of the content it can deliver is not high. Numerous
